In this work, we present novel methods to adapt visual QA models for community QA tasks of practical significanceautomated question category classification and finding experts for question answering -on questions containing both text and image. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to tackle the multimodality challenge in CQA, and is an enabling step towards basic question-answering on imagebased CQA. First, we analyze the differences between visual QA and community QA datasets, discussing the limitations of applying VQA models directly to CQA tasks, and then we propose novel augmentations to VQA-based models to best address those limitations. Our model, with the augmentations of an image-text combination method tailored for CQA and use of auxiliary tasks for learning better grounding features, significantly outperforms the text-only and VQA model baselines for both tasks on real-world CQA data from Yahoo!
Introduction and Background
Community question answering (CQA) platforms enable users to crowd-source answers to posted queries, search and explore questions, and share knowledge through answers. As the size of the user base increases, so does the information content, making it imperative to carefully design methods for categorizing and organizing information and identifying relevant content for personalized recommendations. Such end-tasks are of significant practical importance to QA platforms, making them a big focus in information retrieval and natural language processing domains.
The CQA task of automatic question classification is useful for tagging newly posted questions and suggesting an appropriate question category to the asking user, and also acts as a good first step towards potentially answering the question. This has led to many studies focusing on this kind of classification (Zhang and Lee 2003) , (Saha, Saha, and Schneider 2013) , (Stanley and Byrne 2013) , (Tamaki et al. 2018) . Another useful problem to tackle is that of retrieving "experts" for answering posted questions. Here, the aim is to identify and retrieve users from the community who are likely to provide answers to a given question. This provides an efficient way to make the community well-knit, provide better content to askers, and recommend only the relevant questions from a gigantic pool of queries to the potential answerers. Previous works include (Zhao et al. 2016) , (Riahi et al. 2012) , and (Liu, Croft, and Koll 2005) , among others.
A recurring feature in these tasks has been that the data is comprised only of text. Research datasets from platforms such as Stack Exchange and Quora and from collections like TREC-QA rarely contain questions with a combination of text and images. In this work, we use data from Yahoo! JAPAN's community QA website Yahoo! Chiebukuro, where questions accompanied by an image form a considerable percentage (∼10%) of the total posted questions ( Fig.  1(a) ). With Stack Exchange sites supporting images (∼7%, 11%, 12% and 20% image-based questions for cs, datascience, movies, and anime stackexhange sites respectively), not to mention the numerous image-based threads on discussion platforms like Reddit, the advantages of solutions for multimodal CQA are not limited to the Chiebukuro site.
Models using only text can give reasonable performances for multimodal CQA tasks (as we'll see in our results), but there is potential to gain substantial improvements by utilizing the image data. While many CQA samples have images that contain very little information, are irrelevant, or have characteristics that are rarely repeated across samples (as in the bottom-right example in Fig. 1a ), it is easy to identify a couple of broad categories where image data will be essential for our end-tasks: i) where the image contains the actual question, and the question loses meaning without the image ( Fig. 1a bottom-left example), and ii) where the image is necessary to make sense of the question text (top-mid & topright examples in Fig. 1a ). Images can also help reinforce the inferences from textual features ( Fig. 1a top-left), or provide disambiguation over multiple topics inferred from text .
Thus, we focus on methods to best exploit the combined image-text information from multimodal CQA questions. Our main tasks are classification and expert retrieval. An additional motive is to enable our developed models to be used to answer external knowledge based factoid questions (similar to (Wang et al. 2015) & (Yeh, Lee, and Darrell 2008) ) on CQA. With this in mind, and to not reinvent the wheel, we leverage the success of visual question answering (VQA) models in dealing with text-image question pairs, and build novel augmentations to adapt them for CQA tasks. In its most common form, the VQA task (Antol et al. 2015) involves taking as input an image-question pair (examples in Fig. 1b) and outputting an answer either as a generated sequence, or using classification on a predefined set. One of the main ideas behind its proposal has been to connect the advances in computer vision and NLP, so as to provide an "AI-complete" task. However, given the nature of the questions and images, its direct practical applicability is limited. The questions are short, direct, and query the image, or at the most require common sense or objective encyclopedic knowledge. This is in contrast with the nature of questions found on discussion and community QA platforms, where askers seek human expertise, and the question texts provide context outside the input image, or are supported by the image. It is therefore important to properly identify and resolve the shortcomings of VQA models to enable better understanding of the image-text data from CQA.
A natural counterpart to VQA is answering the CQA questions with images. However, this is a far more difficult and subjective task compared to answering in VQA due to varying answer lengths and composition, the requirement of non-trivial external knowledge that must be modified according to the question's context, and the necessity of a combination of human opinions. We instead want to be able to use the results, inferences, and models from this work to answer a subset of simpler factoid-based CQA image questions in our future work. Given the significant percentage that image-based questions occupy on Chiebukuro, and the current policy on the site making it mandatory for asking users to provide a category from among hundreds of choices, improving automated category classification simplifies the introduction of the feature that suggests appropriate category to the askers. It can even allow them to skip this part by assigning the predicted category automatically. Providing better expert retrieval has the obvious benefit of improving the responsiveness and quality of the QA service as a whole. Finally, the decision to use VQA-inspired end-to-end learning architectures makes our models generalizable and usable for image-based sections on other QA/discussion platforms, along with possessing the potential for extension to question answering. Therefore, in this paper,
• We closely analyze the differences between visual question answering and image-based community question answering tasks, and identify the challenges in CQA that may hinder the performance of VQA models.
• Following this, we propose modifications to VQAinspired models for a better CQA-task performance. Our key contributions include learning an additional global weight for image representation for the image-text combination step and introducing two auxiliary tasks to learn better grounding features.
• We evaluate our model against baselines from text-only & VQA models, and some other frequently used methods for image-text combination, on the Chiebukuro dataset.
• Finally, we use an ablation study to quantify the contributions of each of our suggested changes. We are also making our code for the models publicly available 1 .
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to tackle the challenges of multimodal CQA, and also to adapt VQA models for tasks on questions posted by humans seeking the expertise of the community (as opposed to straightforward questions that query the image). It is worth noting that (Tamaki et al. 2018 ) deal with the same dataset, comparing joint embedding methods for a basic classification task, but do not attempt to address any CQA-specific challenges.
Understanding VQA-CQA Differences
It is crucial to understand the differences between the question-image pairs in VQA and those in CQA in order to identify the unique challenges posed by the new dataset and address them by means of appropriate modifications. Our dataset is derived from questions posted in 2014 on Yahoo Chiebukuro (YC-CQA), which allows questions both with and without an image. In this work, we only deal with questions accompanied by an image. A simple statistical comparison highlighting different aspects of the data is presented in Table 1 , contrasting our dataset with the most commonly used datasets for VQA. To better understand the contrast, we first analyze the quantitative differences and next discuss some of the more fundamental differences that are the driving influences for our proposed modifications. Table 1 highlights the complexity of community QA data in terms of a significantly larger vocabulary set and average question and answer lengths (despite different languages, the magnitude of difference is sufficient to drive the point). The CQA dataset presents a significantly higher noise in its text and image data. Common methods for question generation in VQA are to either automatically convert image caption data into questions or to have human annotators produce the questions on the basis of predefined guidelines. These lead to a sense of homogeneity in the questions -one that is missing in CQA, where question authors comprise a large number of different individuals. These differences are partly quantified by our experiment, where we retrieve the nearest neighbors for each text sample within a subset of question texts using Jaccard-Needham dissimilarity as the distance metric, and compare the mean average distance of the neighbors for the VQA and YC-CQA datasets. The result of this experiment, performed for randomly sampled 1k, 2k, and 3k sample subsets, demonstrates the comparatively closer distances between similar set of questions in VQA (Fig. 2b ). The image diversity in CQA is expected to be greater as well. Images in the DAQUAR (Malinowski and Fritz 2014) dataset comprise indoor scenes, COCO-QA (Ren, Kiros, and Zemel 2015) images contain common-objects-in-context, and the VQA dataset (Antol et al. 2015) contains abstract scenes and clipart images. All these categories are subsumed by the images on the CQA platform, as users are not restricted in terms of the type or attributes of the image and the question they post. The results for an experiment similar to the one for texts, but using pre-trained ResNet-derived embeddings for sampled images, is shown in Fig. 2a .
Quantitative Dataset Differences

CQA Tasks
To clarify further differences, we first take a closer look at our two intended end-tasks.
Category Classification
The category assignment for a question is provided by the asking user. The available choices for category labels are arranged in a hierarchical fashion, with each category having no more than a single parent category. The number of level-0 categories is 14, followed by 95 level-1 and 415 level-2 categories. Each question's most specific label can come from any of these levels, with the condition that a level-1 or level-2 category labeled question is also labeled with the parent category. Most level-2 and many level-1 categories have an extremely sparse presence in the dataset. Little training data is available, and for practical reasons it makes sense to skip such rare categories and settle for predicting only their parent category. Our final classification is done on 38 categories, selected by eliminating ones occurring in less than 5k samples. We treat this as a multi-label classification problem. Thus, 'Life Sciences > Plants & Animals' is labeled as both 'Life Sciences' and 'Plants & Animals'. This is done to have lower training loss for over-and under-generalized predictions compared to completely wrong ones.
Finding Experts for Question Answering Obtaining fast and relevant answers to questions is heavily dependent on recommending the right questions to frequent answerers or "experts". We define our candidate pool of experts as those users with more than 50 answers in the six-month period from which our dataset is drawn. Therefore, the relevant set of experts for a question is comprised of users that both answered the question and are currently present in the candidate pool. Similar to (Liu, Croft, and Koll 2005) , we use mean reciprocal rank (MRR) as the evaluation measure.
Identifying Fundamental Challenges
While more noise in the data poses a problem to any learning model, it is important to identify more pressing CQA challenges that question the fundamental assumptions of VQA models. The first challenge is the role played by images in performing the task at hand. In VQA, the question generally queries the image, and it is imperative to gain a visual understanding to answer it. This strong dependence on image is almost completely non-existent in CQA tasks for most questions, where the text contains enough information to successfully perform the task. The image contains relatively little information, and at times is just posted as a placeholder, or is irrelevant for gaining an understanding of the question. This can be seen in our results, where joint embedding approaches do not give a very major improvement (seen relative to added image data available) over the text-only baseline (∼4% classification accuracy increase). The combination of image and text embeddings in VQA models has the implicit assumption of balanced information content from (a): Mean average distance to K-nearest neighbors for image representations; (b): Mean average distance to K-nearest neighbors for BoW text representations both for the end task. Therefore, to deal with information imbalance between text and image in CQA samples, our first intended modification is to model this difference by learning an additional global weight for the image, which would signify its contribution towards the final joint embedding.
The second challenge is to correctly ground the text to image relation. Grounding here implies pairing the relevant objects or regions in an image to the corresponding references to them in the accompanying text. Considering the large amount of contextual information and redundancy in CQA questions, a broad scenario where we expect to benefit from the image data is when multiple topics can be inferred from the textual features. In such cases, identifying the terms in the text that refer to the image can help the model to understand the question's subject better, and improve the image-text combination embedding. VQA questions are mostly single sentences with keywords referring to objects in the image, and the final answer is dependent on such references. This leads to sound learning of grounding features. This is much more difficult for CQA because i) large question texts hamper identification of text regions where the image is referred, ii) low contribution of image towards the final task means that the model tends to skip grounding, and iii) the CQA tasks are simpler compared to VQA, as visual QA needs the multimodal features to interact, while CQA tasks tend to focus more on textual features, thus impeding the model's ability to learn grounding features well. Thus, our second intended modification is to design tasks that help to learn these features better, and to use those features to improve performance on our main tasks.
Another intuitive observation is that attention cannot be expected to give the same impressive improvements for CQA tasks as it does for VQA. The reasons are similar: attention is suited for VQA, where salient characteristics of different image regions play differently important roles in both understanding the question and inferring the answer. For CQA, along with absence of such dependencies, poor grounding makes it harder to learn good attention weights. Therefore, solving the second challenge can also help to utilize the attention mechanism a bit better.
Deriving Image-Text Representations
Different VQA models typically differ in the approach they take in modeling one or more of their three components: i) deriving high-level image representation, ii) deriving highlevel text representation, and iii) a combination method for these two. We briefly discuss these, and their use for CQA:
Text Representation
The text data in CQA is in the Japanese language. We do some elementary preprocessing by removing HTML characters and replacing URLs with a special token. Tokenizing Japanese text is challenging since words in a sentence aren't separated by spaces. Therefore, we utilize morphological analysis using the Janome 2 library for the word splitting.
We use the CNN-based architecture from (Kim 2014 ) to derive the high-level text representation. CNN-based architectures have shown successful results when used by previous VQA works ( , (Ma, Lu, and Li 2016) , ), and can be particularly useful for extracting features important for CQA tasks. Similar to , we use a randomly initialized word embedding matrix that is learned end-to-end, and learn filters of sizes 1, 2, and 3 over the sequence of embeddings with max-pooling over each full-stride of a filter to obtain our text features.
Image Representation
Most VQA works use networks pre-trained on ImageNet dataset such as the ResNet or VGGNet (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014). Here, we use the pre-trained ResNet network, utilizing the final spatial representation for attention-based networks, and the final flat embedding for other models. All images in our dataset are resized to 224 x 224, giving a 7 x 7 x 2048 dimensional spatial embedding, and 2048 dimensional flat embedding using the ResNet.
Combining Text and Image Representations
The two most common approaches for combining imagetext representations are joint embedding methods and attention-based mechanisms (Wu et al. 2017) . The former aims to derive representations in a common space that allows performing inference over text and image contents. One of the most basic methods is to simply concatenate the derived text and image embeddings. A better method is concatenation of the element wise sum and product (Saito et al. 2017) . A bilinear pooling-based method was found to be effective by (Fukui et al. 2016) . Attention mechanisms generally learn a weighted combination of image region vectors as the image's contribution to the joint embedding. This is discussed in more detail in the section on addressing CQA challenges.
Final Layers
Given the joint image-text embedding, a fully-connected (FC) layer followed by a sigmoid activation is used for the multi-label category classification task. For expert retrieval, we try to score each candidate expert for each given question. Hence, we use an architecture inspired by (Severyn and Moschitti 2015) , using a matching matrix to score the candidate pool. Formally, given the derived joint embedding v IT ∈ IR h , for an expert with embedding representation e i ∈ IR h (learned end-to-end), the score for this expert is: where M ∈ IR h×h is the matching matrix ( figure 3a ).
Our Model: Addressing CQA Challenges
For the two identified challenges -image contribution towards the task and difficulty in learning grounding features -we present our proposed solutions as follows:
Learning a Global Image Feature Weight
The strong dependence on the image for VQA makes it feasible to use methods such as element-wise sum, product, and concatenation. Attention mechanisms learn attention weights for different image regions that are derived using a final softmax layer and so, sum to 1. These methods, however, provide no way for the model to learn to weigh the contributions of text and image separately for each sample, which becomes important for CQA, where these two contribute significantly different amounts of information in different samples. We therefore introduce the learning of a global weight for image, both with and without attention.
Global Weight w/o Attention Given the text and image vectors, we want to learn a parameter α that acts as the scalar weight for the image vector's contribution. This parameter is derived by contribution of both the derived image vector v I ∈ IR d and the derived text vector v T ∈ IR d , as:
where W IA , W IA ∈ IR k×d , and W Aα ∈ IR 1×k . Simply multiplying α with v I to get the image contribution v I can be problematic for the image-text embedding product we plan to use in the joint embedding. Therefore, we distribute the α and 1 − α parameters between v I and a 'fall back'
) Global Weight with Attention Given the spatial image embedding v spI ∈ IR d×m , where d is the representation dimension for m image regions, attention weights and image contribution in ) are derived as:
where W IA , W T A ∈ IR k×d , W Aα ∈ IR 1×k , ⊕ denotes the addition of a matrix and a vector. To introduce the global image weight, we adopt an approach similar to the one used in (Lu et al. 2017) for image captioning, where one of the attention weights decides the image representation's input towards the output at each time step of the decoder RNN. Therefore, for the m image regions, instead of learning {α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α m } attention weights with m i=1 α i = 1, we learn an additional weight α m+1 such that now m+1 i=1 α i = 1. This allows the model to attribute more weight to α m+1 (assigned to v T ) when the image contribution is determined to be low. The attention weights are derived as follows:
v
where v spI ∈ IR d×(m+1) , h A ∈ IR k×(m+1) , and α I ∈ IR 1×(m+1) . The image contribution vector v I is derived similarly as in equation 9, with v spI replacing v spI . The joint embedding is then obtained as in equation 6.
Learning Grounding Features through Auxiliary Tasks
We discussed the problem of failing to learn grounding features in CQA. Using hints, i.e., predicting the features as an auxiliary task, is one of the proposed approaches for the problem of learning features that might not be easy to learn using only the original task (Abu-Mostafa 1990), (Ruder 2017) , with success shown in recent work on sentiment analysis in (Yu and Jiang 2016) and on name error detection in (Cheng, Fang, and Ostendorf 2015) . We propose two auxiliary tasks to learn better grounding features and outline the training pipeline for utilizing these towards the final tasks.
Image-Text Matching Auxiliary Tasks A comparatively more challenging task on the CQA data is matching a question's image to its corresponding text from among a pool of candidate texts, and vice-versa. To do this well, it's necessary to learn the regions in the text that refer to salient regions in the image. We try to encode this information in the text embeddings using explicit auxiliary tasks. Formally, given our image-text questions dataset D = {(Im i , T i )} N i=1 , where Im i and T i are the associated image and text with the i th question, respectively, we construct two new training sets for the image-to-texts and textto-images matching tasks. For the former, we set up the task as follows: given a question image and five candidate texts, the aim is to correctly identify the question text corresponding to the image among the candidates. Formally, we construct
and the other four texts are negatively sampled. Similarly, for text-toimages matching, we construct D T I = {Im candi , T i } N i=1 , s.t. Im candi = {Im i1 , Im i2 , Im i3 , Im i4 , Im i5 } and Im i ∈ Im candi . Figure 4 shows the training pipeline. The three steps are: 1. Individually training the two main tasks and the auxiliary tasks. For the auxiliary tasks, either the text or image input is five-fold the batch size depending on the task being optimized for the current batch. Since the one-fold input is tiled to be quintupled, the rest of the architecture (apart from input) remains the same, and the losses for the two tasks are optimized without any scaling (Fig. 4a ). 2. 'Freezing' the text embeddings and text CNN for all three, and training the classification and retrieval models using text embeddings derived from concatenation of the original and the ones from auxiliary tasks' text CNN (Fig. 4b) .
The parameter sizes of the model can be changed to take in double the usual text embedding size, or an FC layer can be used to reduce the dimensions to half. Both approaches produced similar results in our experiments. 3. After a sufficient number of epochs (25 in our experiments), we fine-tune the text CNN for the main tasks to gain further minor improvements, as shown in Fig. 4c .
Experiment Setup
For both tasks, we use 80%-10%-10% splits for training, validation and test sets respectively. The batch size is 128 for main tasks and 32 for auxiliary tasks (due to the five-fold inputs). Training components include early stopping, learning rate & weight decay, and gradient clipping. For images, basic data augmentation and flipping is applied. For the text model, the embedding size of 128 and filter sizes of 128 for 1-gram, and 256 for 2-and 3-grams generally worked best.
Results and Analysis
For both tasks, we use the following as baselines:
• Random: Predict random class for classification; do random ranking for expert retrieval. • Weighted Random: Predict randomly with probability weights based on distribution in training data for classification; for retrieval, a ranking based on answerer frequency on training data is used for all test samples. • Text-only: Using text CNN from (Kim 2014 ) + FC layer.
• Image-only: Using pre-trained ResNet + FC layer.
• Embedding Concatenation: Simple concatenation of base image and text embeddings. • Sum-Prod-Concat: Element-wise sum, product, and subsequent concatenation, as done in (Saito et al. 2017) • Stacked Attention (SAN): Based on ).
• Hierarchical Co-Attention (Hie-Co-Att): Based on . The text representation derivation for this model is different from the text CNN in other models. • Multimodal Compact Bilinear Pooling: Based on the non-attention-based mechanism in (Fukui et al. 2016 ).
For our model (called Ours: Augmented Model), we use the global image weight with attention and auxiliary tasks.
The results for all models are presented in Table 2 . Random and Weighted Random models help to establish the difficulty of the task with respect to the performance measures used. The strong results from the Text-only baseline indicate that for most of the samples, text contains sufficient information for both tasks. Seeking improvement by combining image and text information, we get a 3.5-4% increase by using simple embedding concatenation methods for classification, and 0.025 MRR measure increment. As expected, we don't obtain substantial improvements by using attention models, which deal better with texts that query about different regions of the image. The Hie-Co-Att model is further constructed on the premise of utilizing the image-text attention mapping at the word, phrase and sentence levels. This generalizes poorly for CQA data, especially with respect to the final tasks at hand that do not benefit from learning correlation mapping between every text and image region. By incorporating CQA-specific augmentations, our model is able to achieve a further ∼3.5% absolute improvement on the classification task, and > 0.015 MRR score improvement. From the perspective of being able to use the image data to improve performance, we have a substantial > 7.5% classification accuracy increase. As noted in (Liu, Croft, and Koll 2005) , in the expert finding task, our ground truth relevance judgment set is incomplete as there are possibly many 'experts' but only a small number of them actually answered. With this definition, comparing MRR for Text-only and our model, for any question, the lower bound for the expected number of users to be sent a recommendation so that at-least one of them is a potential 'expert' is down from 5 to 4.
Ablations
To quantify contributions, we evaluate the following models: The results are shown in Table 3 . Even the increased parameter budget doesn't improve the performance of stacked attention network. It can be seen that both the global image weight and the auxiliary tasks contribute significantly towards the improved measures. The dip in performance of the W/O Attention model confirms our intuition that attention contributes better having learned the grounding features.
Looking at examples, the middle image in Fig. 5a is from a popular Japanese smart-phone game, with similar screenshots featuring across many samples. The text features in 5b samples can be seen as strong, with difficult to interpret images. The effect of grounding can be seen in Fig.5c , especially the last example where the image-text combination is crucial for disambiguation over the 'sickness' and 'plant' categories that can be inferred from the text.
Conclusion
In this research, we compared image-text question pairs in VQA and image-based CQA and identified two fundamental problems in direct application of VQA models to CQA: varying image information contribution in different samples, and poor learning of grounding features. We demonstrated that our proposed solutions of learning an additional global image weight and learning better grounding features through auxiliary tasks outperformed baseline text-only and VQA models on question category classification and expert retrieval tasks on the Yahoo! Chiebukuro dataset. This work opens interesting avenues for future research, including identifying the CQA questions that can be answered using modified versions of models developed in this study. We also seek to append question-similarity information to our image-based CQA dataset, to (i) provide a new question similarity dataset with the challenge of multimodal inputs and (ii) test the generalization of our models for the similarity task, which is of key practical significance for platforms with image-based questions and discussions.
